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In the spirit of sharing and collaboration, I open my classroom to you, via YouTube. 

We have all battled our “amygdalas”—that part of our brain that responds to fear—before: prior to taking an 

exam, prior to heading into an important job interview or speaking at a conference, etcetera. Odds are that the 

majority of our students will battle their amygdalas in the days, hours or minutes leading up to our exams though 

many have spent hours preparing for them, so it is imperative that we ask ourselves how we can redirect their fear and 

anxiety before the big moment. What student wouldn’t benefit from just ten or fifteen minutes of affective confidence 

building prior to an exam? Little phrases like, “You know this stuff,” and “I believe in you and want you to do well” 

can make big differences in student performance by helping them shed their fear, but surely we can do even more! If 

you’d like creative inspiration, please take a look at this video, which I filmed moments before my students’ took their 

final: http://youtu.be/H6gHmOqrNws. Game play is just one way out of many we can position our students for 

success. As we prepare to give final exams next week, we should remind ourselves what it felt like to be on the other 

side of the test.  

The students in the video were playing Grammory, which uses the structure of the game Memory to leverage 

the natural social and competitive drives of students in meaningful ways. As researchers like Dr. Tinto and Diego 

Navarro have shown, when students develop social relationships with themselves and their instructors, they achieve 

success at higher levels because they feel safe, empowered and together, and these emotions are at the core of student 

success. As you can see in the video, “Adelante Learning Community’s Pre-Final Study Session,” students enjoyed 

playing with grammar. They were comfortable asking each other and their instructor questions. What I find 

particularly meaningful about playing Grammory is its paradoxical dynamism—the way it blends individual 

accountability and competitiveness with team spirit: “I thought that we were competing against those groups,” says 

Quentisha, who has just beaten her smiling teammates (12:49). The video shows us James, the winner in his group, 

asking, “What if everybody tied? Can we all win?” (12:27). You see Gina and Tess share a win (13:18), and you see 

Sergio demurely try to hide his game-winning smile from the camera (12:57). There are no sore losers because 

paradoxically, everyone won—everyone learned. As the video shows, Grammory gives students the opportunity to 

practice reading, writing and critical thinking while preparing them for their finals. Paradoxically, when students play 

Grammory, they are under pressure/time constraints, but they are unconstrained by them, for they have beaten their 

amygdalas. 

As an English instructor, what I like about Grammory is hearing “body paragraph form” or “subordinating 

conjunction” and “subudabuda thingy thingy” spoken—SHOUTED!—with enthusiasm from various ends of the 

classroom (9:42). One of the challenges the English instructor faces is the unappealing pronunciation and spelling of 

grammar and literary terms, which can alienate students: “I would have just said that b-word,” says Ashley in reference 

to “bildungsroman” (2:40). Grammory repeatedly provokes students to speak and hear these alienating terms; thereby, 

students become more comfortable using and remembering them; they develop ears for them, so the next time they 

see or hear unfamiliar words in English class (“chiasmus” or “synechdoche”), they don’t go running. 

Thank you to the creative minds in the College of Alameda Learning Communities and my co-Acceleration in 

Context conspirators for planting the seeds of Grammory.  

                                                           
1 Thank you Diego Navarro and ACE for teaching me about the amygdala in your webinar on “Precursors to 
Academic Performance-Part 2” (12/7/2012). <http://academyforcollegeexcellence.org/teaching-affective-domain/>. 
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